May 17, 2018

Re: Mohawk Road Environmental Assessment (Limekiln Road/McNiven Road to Hwy 403)

The City of Hamilton is starting a Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA) for Mohawk Road (Limekiln Road/McNiven Road to Hwy 403 - see location map attached) in Ancaster. This EA will look at proposed road infrastructure improvements for this portion of roadway. The Ancaster Transportation Master Plan (TMP) that was completed in 2011 identified a road widening and two way centre turn lane for this road section.

We will be holding the first PIC in September but will be doing some background work before then. If you have any comments or questions regarding this study please provide them by June 4, 2018.

A copy of the Notice of Commencement and Public Information Centre (PIC) #1 will be mailed to you once this is event is planned

Sincerely,

Lorissa Skrypniak
Senior Project Manager,
Neighbourhood Transportation Management & EA's
NOTICE OF STUDY COMMENCEMENT & PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE (PIC) #1
Mohawk Road (McNiven Road to Hwy 403)
Municipal Class Environmental Assessment

THE STUDY
The City of Hamilton has initiated a Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (EA), Schedule C process to develop and assess design alternatives that address transportation issues along Mohawk Road (McNiven Road to Hwy 403).

THE PROCESS
This project is being carried out as a Schedule C project under the Municipal Engineers Association Municipal Class Environmental Assessment (October 2000, as amended in 2007, 2011, and 2015).

PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
A Public Information Centre (PIC) will be held to receive public input:

DATE: Monday, September 24, 2018
TIME: 6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. (open house format)
LOCATION: Ancaster Old Town Hall, 310 Wilson Street East

The PIC will be a drop-in style session where information will be provided about the project and we will be looking for stakeholder comments on key issues and concerns. A second PIC will be held at a later date to present the evaluation of the alternative designs, evaluation process, and recommended design for input.

Upon completion of the study an Environmental Study Report (ESR) will be prepared and made available for public review and comment. Another advertisement will be published at that time, indicating where the report can be viewed.

PUBLIC COMMENTS INVITED
There is an opportunity at any time during this process for interested persons to review outstanding issues and bring concerns to the attention of the Project Managers. If you have any questions or comments or wish to be added to the study mailing list, please contact:

Lorissa Skrypniak, MCIP, RPP
Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA's
City of Hamilton, Public Works Department
Phone: 905-546-2424 ext. 2732 • Email: TrafficOps@hamilton.ca

Phil Weber, P.Eng.
Project Manager, Cima+
Phone: 905-695-1005 • Email: phil.weber@cima.ca

Please contact the City's Project Manager regarding disability accommodation requirements for the PIC by September 17, 2018.

Information will be collected in accordance with the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.

This Notice Issued September 14 and 21, 2018.
Mohawk Road
Class Environmental Assessment
Lime Kiln Road/McNiven Road to Filman Road

Public Information Centre #1, September 24, 2018
Purpose of Public Information Centre #1

- Review the project information on display:
  - ✓ Study area overview
  - ✓ Municipal Class EA process and study schedule
  - ✓ Ancaster Transportation Master plan recommendations
  - ✓ Existing conditions in the study area
  - ✓ Motor vehicle transportation – existing and future
  - ✓ Active Transportation – existing
  - ✓ Typical section alternatives
  - ✓ Active transportation alternatives
  - ✓ Next steps

- Ask the Project Team questions and discuss areas of interest
- Submit a comment sheet

Please submit a comment sheet by October 8, 2018
Study Area Overview

- The study area is Mohawk Road between Lime Kiln Road/McNiven Road and Filman Road
- Mohawk Road is a two-lane major arterial with a rural cross-section and sidewalk along some sections
- The speed limit within the study area is 50 km/h
- Hiawatha Boulevard to the south is signed as a cycling route and crosses Mohawk Road at Filman Road
- Refer to the roll plan for more details
The Municipal Class EA is a planning and design process approved by the Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks (MOECP) to meet the requirements of the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act.

This Study follows the Class EA process for Schedule ‘C’ projects and will complete Phases 1 to 4 as outlined below:

- **Phase 1**: Problem and/or Opportunity
- **Phase 2**: Alternative Solutions
- **Phase 3**: Alternative Design Concepts
- **Phase 4**: Environmental Study Report
- **Phase 5**: Implementation

Included in the 2011 Ancaster Transportation Master Plan

We are here

PIC #2 Winter 2018/2019

Notice of Study Completion Spring/Summer 2019
Ancaster Transportation Master Plan

- The Ancaster Transportation Master Plan (ATMP, 2011) outlined a long-range plan to address transportation issues in Ancaster.
- The ATMP identified the opportunity to widen Mohawk Road to three lanes with a two-way centre left turn lane.
- Community members recommended sidewalks be included along both sides of the roadway and pedestrian crossings be considered.
- The Mohawk Road corridor was identified as a critical access point for mobility within Ancaster and continued monitoring for potential traffic operations issues are recommended.
- The City of Hamilton Cycling Master Plan – Shifting Gears (2009) recommended bike lanes on Mohawk Road within the study area.
Roadway Section from the Ancaster TMP

Cross-Section Recommended for Mohawk Road in the ATMP
Photos of Existing Conditions

North side, looking east
North side, looking east
Looking east
Looking west
South side, looking west
Looking south
Natural Heritage Features

- A natural environment survey has been completed for the study area which included a breeding bird inventory, vegetation inventory, and watercourse assessment.
- No significant habitats were found or Species at Risk identified.
- There are some large trees in the boulevard.
- Standard impact mitigation techniques and best practices during construction can be used to offset any short-term negative effects on the natural environment.
Most intersections in the study area operate within capacity.

The following movements are presently over capacity during the PM peak hour:
- Westbound left turn at McNiven Road/Lime Kiln Road
- Northbound at Cayuga Avenue

By 2031 traffic demand will likely increase and the following will also be over capacity during the PM peak hour:
- Westbound through/right turn at McNiven Road/Lime Kiln Road
- Westbound left turn at Cayuga Avenue
• South of the study area, Hiawatha Boulevard is a signed east-west cycling route which crosses Mohawk Road at Filman Avenue
Cross Section Alternatives

Existing

Option 1
On-Road Bike Lanes
and Sidewalks
Both Sides
Cross Section Alternatives

Existing

Option 2
Boulevard Cycle Tracks and Sidewalks
Both Sides
Cross Section Alternatives

Existing

Option 3
Boulevard Multi-Use Trail
One Side Only
Active Transportation – Proposed

What would you like to see on Mohawk Road?

Option 1
On-Road Bike Lanes and Sidewalks
Both Sides
- Recommended in the Ancaster TMP

Option 2
Boulevard Cycle Tracks and Sidewalks
Both Sides
- Cycle tracks more comfortable for some riders
- Each side is one-way
- Introduces more conflicts at intersections

Option 3
Boulevard Multi-Use Trail
One Side Only
- Shared space for cyclists and pedestrians
- Requires less space
- Two-way
- Introduces more conflicts at intersections
Next Steps

- Following this public meeting the Project Team will:
  - Review comments received and update the alternative design concepts
  - Evaluate the alternative design concepts
  - Determine the preliminary recommended preferred alternative design
  - Plan for Public Information Centre #2

How to get involved

- Submit a comment sheet
- Participate in the next PIC

Your input is important and your comments are welcome at any time during the study, but we kindly ask that you complete a comment sheet and return it by:

**October 8, 2018**

This is so we can incorporate critical information into the next phase of the study

Thank you for attending!

---

Personal information collected and recorded at a Public Information Centre or submitted in writing about this project is collected under the authority of the Municipal Act, 2011, and will be used by members of Council and City of Hamilton staff in their management of this project. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
Mohawk Road (Lime Kiln Rd/McNiven Rd to Filman Rd) EA
Monday, September 24, 2018
Ancaster Old Town Hall – 310 Wilson Street East
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm

COMMENT SHEET
(please print)

1. BAKE LANE SEEMS REDUNDANT. MOHAWK IS A SAFE OPTION WITH ACCESS TO CROSS MOHAWK @ LIGHTS.
2. CENTRE TURN LANES BECOME DANGEROUS FOR DRIVERS AS SOME DRIVERS WILL USE AS FAST/PASSING LANE TO BYPASS TRAFFIC.
3. CUTTING BACK EXISTING DRIVEWAYS WHERE ON STREET PARKING IS NON EXISTANT IS NOT BENEFICIAL TO HOME OWNERS ALONG MOHAWK.
4. THIS IS NOT A HIGH PEDESTRIAN WALKING AREA. IF A SIDEWALK IS NEEDED, ONE SIDE WOULD BE SUFFICIENT.
5. THE HIGHWAY NEEDS TO BE WIDENED TO ALLEVIATE THE TRAFFIC ISSUES. ACCIDENTS CAUSE THE TRAFFIC LOVES.
6. MAYBE ADDING CURBS TO TURNING AREAS TO KEEP SPEEDING / PASSING IN TURNING AREAS POSSIBLY ADD ANOTHER TRAFFIC LIGHT.

Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to assist the City of Hamilton in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. They will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in study documentation. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.

Please drop these comments in the box provided or forward them by Tuesday, October 9, 2018 to either:

Lorissa Skrypniak, MCIP, RPP
Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA’s
City of Hamilton, Public Works Department
Phone: 905-546-2424 ext. 2732
Email: TrafficOps@hamilton.ca

Phil Weber, PE
Project Manager
Cima+
Phone: 905-695-1005
Email: phil.weber@cima.ca

Visit the study website at: www.hamilton.ca/mohawkEA
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
Mohawk Road (Lime Kiln Rd/McNiven Rd to Filman Rd) EA
Monday, September 24, 2018
Ancaster Old Town Hall – 310 Wilson Street East
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm

COMMENT SHEET
(Please Print)

Comments:

- consider concrete blocks/mudblock
  (might even help pedestrian crossings)
- controlled crossing @ Green Ruins
  for pedestrians & cyclists
- gate feature @ Filman to calm expressway driving
- narrow W3 approach @ Filman to a circle
  (cars try to pass on right & side aggressively)
- make Fiddler's Green interchange a
  pull-through interchange
- residents feel isolated because of noise & speed

Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to assist the City of Hamilton in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. They will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in study documentation. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.

Please drop these comments in the box provided or forward them by Tuesday, October 9, 2018 to either:

Lorissa Skrypiak, MCIP, RPP
Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA’s
City of Hamilton, Public Works Department
Phone: 905-546-2424 ext. 2732
Email: TrafficOps@hamilton.ca

Phil Weber, PEng
Project Manager
Cima+
Phone: 905-695-1005
Email: phil.weber@cima.ca
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
Mohawk Road (Lime Kiln Rd/McNiven Rd to Filman Rd) EA
Monday, September 24, 2018
Ancaster Old Town Hall – 310 Wilson Street East
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm

COMMENT SHEET
(Please Print)

Comments:
Option 1 + 2 Blvd is 1.0
why is right hand Blvd 3.5
- why is Blvd 1.0
Option 1 & 2 is 2.5
- given both of above could multi-use
path be expanded or use that 2.0
- to put sidewalk on the other side?
- great to see sidewalks; good improvement from existing conditions
- appreciate that separated bike lanes or multi-use trail are options
- all options are improvements for active transportation
- preferred option- separated bike lanes & sidewalks on both sides or multi-use trail & sidewalk on other side too

Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to assist the City of Hamilton in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. They will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in study documentation. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.

Please drop these comments in the box provided or forward them by Tuesday, October 9, 2018 to either:

Lorissa Skrypniak, MCIP, RPP
Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA’s
City of Hamilton, Public Works Department
Phone: 905-546-2424 ext. 2732
Email: TrafficOps@hamilton.ca

Phil Weber, P.Eng
Project Manager
Cima+
Phone: 905-695-1005
Email: phil.weber@cima.ca
PUBLICATION CENTRE
Mohawk Road (Lime Kiln Rd/McNiven Rd to Filman Rd) EA
Monday, September 24, 2018
Ancaster Old Town Hall – 310 Wilson Street East
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm

COMMENT SHEET
(Please Print)

A. Mohawk Rd is a speed zone now. Need to slow down, keep on left.

B. Traffic flow going down Mohawk Rd, turn on Wilson at right down to West Hamilton Rd.

C. Day traffic left on Wilson, it is due to busy city traffic on 403.

D. Heavy, morning commute will not slow down. Traffic will keep on going.

Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to assist the City of Hamilton in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. They will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in study documentation. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.

Please drop these comments in the box provided or forward them by Tuesday, October 9, 2018 to either:

Lorissa Skrypniak, MCIP, RPP
Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA’s
City of Hamilton, Public Works Department
Phone: 905-546-2424 ext. 2732
Email: TrafficOps@hamilton.ca

Phil Weber, PEng
Project Manager
Cima+
Phone: 905-695-1005
Email: phil.weber@cima.ca
Public Information Centre
Mohawk Road (Lime Kiln Rd/McNiven Rd to Filman Rd) EA
Monday, September 24, 2018
Ancaster Old Town Hall – 310 Wilson Street East
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm

Comment Sheet
(Please Print)

Comments:

Separation by cyclists from car traffic is preferred.

If the proposed options, I think #1 is the poorest.

I no longer ride a bicycle because it is too dangerous to be in the same lanes as cars & trucks (i.e., without a physical barrier).

Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to assist the City of Hamilton in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. They will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in study documentation. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.

Please drop these comments in the box provided or forward them by Tuesday, October 9, 2018 to either:

Lorissa Skrypniak, MCIP, RPP
Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA’s
City of Hamilton, Public Works Department
Phone: 905-546-2424 ext. 2732
Email: TrafficOps@hamilton.ca

Phil Weber, PEng
Project Manager
Cima+
Phone: 905-695-1005
Email: phil.weber@cima.ca
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
Mohawk Road (Lime Kiln Rd/McNiven Rd to Filman Rd) EA
Monday, September 24, 2018
Ancaster Old Town Hall – 310 Wilson Street East
6:00 pm – 8:00 pm

COMMENT SHEET
(Please Print)

- Having three lanes of traffic will allow a faster flow of traffic which will encourage speeding. I try staggering traffic with a light at Green Ravine.
- At the new plan includes 3 lanes, sidewalk, bike lanes, and boulevard space, then I am afraid my front garden space as part of my property will be eaten up by the project. I'm ok with 1 lane, narrow sidewalk, 1 bike lane with no narrow boulevards between side walk & bike lane maybe on sidewalk on one side.
- The main reason for the heavy traffic is the first place is the 403 turning into a parking lot during rush hours. The 403 needs to be expanded. Take some of Toronto subway money and put it into the 403. Before another access to 403 made, the 403 must be expanded. Another idea is to only one sidewalk on one side of Mohawk and have a cross walk at Green Ravine instead of a Traffic light. You still have 3 lanes and an allowance for bikes and/or pedestrian lanes, and less chance of losing the integrity of my property.

Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to assist the City of Hamilton in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. They will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in study documentation. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.

Please drop these comments in the box provided or forward them by Tuesday, October 9, 2018 to either:

Lorissa Skrypek, MCIP, RPP
Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA's
City of Hamilton, Public Works Department
Phone: 905-546-2424 ext. 2732
Email: TrafficOps@hamilton.ca

Phil Weber, P.Eng
Project Manager
Cima+ Phone: 905-695-1005
Email: phil.weber@cima.ca
Please refer to attached document revealing my concerns re: safety and traffic.

Please drop these comments in the box provided or forward them by Tuesday, October 9, 2018 to either:

Lorissa Skrypniak, MCIP, RPP
Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA’s
City of Hamilton, Public Works Department
Phone: 905-546-2424 ext. 2732
Email: TrafficOps@hamilton.ca

Phil Weber, PEng
Project Manager
Cima+
Phone: 905-695-1005
Email: phil.weber@cima.ca
January 27, 2014

Attention Valued Customers

In order for Canada Post to serve you better, we will be placing temporary group boxes in your area, to service your mail daily. The area on Mohawk road has become extremely busy with traffic flow, the highway and the Lincoln Alexander Parkway making speed and no sidewalks a factor. Due to safety reasons, we will be placing the new boxes in a convenient location; your box will be located at Filman/Mohawk Road.

You will be responsible for putting a lock on the compartment, the lock of your choice will need to be put on your compartment by February 15, 2014 to receive mail delivery.

Your address is_ and you will be in
Box#_ , and compartment#_.

If you need further information or need assistance, please contact the Hamilton West office at 905-648-8719 ext. 2002

Regards

Lisa Moore
supervisor
Hamilton West Depot
Thank you for your email and yes you do raise valid concerns. The City is in the process of starting an Environmental Assessment on Mohawk Road between Hwy 403 and McNiven Road and are planning to have a public meeting in September to hear peoples concerns. Agreed, over time this road and many others in the city have become very busy and safety concerns are at the forefront.

I am sorry that you have to move from your home at this location but I am sure that there is a lovely location waiting for you somewhere else.

Thank you for your comments and best of luck to you.

Lorissa Skrypniak, MCIP, RPP Senior Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA's ~ Public Works
330 Wentworth Street North, Hamilton
ph 905.546.2424 ext. 2732 ~ e-mail ~ lorissa.skrypniak@hamilton.ca

Campaign Urges Drivers To Slow Down and Take the Road Safety Pledge.

"Hamilton roads are shared by motorists, cyclists and pedestrians alike; everyone has a shared responsibility to follow the rules of the road. This campaign, however, is asking drivers in particular to be aware that speed kills. Slow down, be respectful and take the pledge to keep our roads safe." Take the Pledge by following the link https://www.hamilton.ca/streets-transportation/driving-traffic/road-safety-pledge.

From: Skrypniak, Lorissa lorissa.skrypniak@hamilton.ca
Sent: July 11, 2018 12:50 PM
To: Transportation Planning <Transportation.Planning@hamilton.ca>
Subject: Mohawk Rd Ancaster

Hi,

In the past week I noticed some survey type work being done on my street (Mohawk Rd in Ancaster) and it made me curious as to whether any information is available about planned/future roadwork for the corridor between McNiven and the Linc/403.

As a resident of this street since 2010, I have noticed in recent years a big increase in traffic volume. And, while I accept that this is part of the growth and optimal traffic management in my area, it has raised some concerns related to neighbour safety and the comfort of residents along this street. These concerns will continue to grow over time as the street is expected to continue to take on more traffic volume in the future (please refer...
to this 2014 feasibility study for an eventual westbound 403 ramp).

As a safety issue, I would like to note the following:

- High traffic volume. Not much can be done about this.
- High traffic speed despite posted 50 km/hr limit signs. Likely related to the fact that the corridor is a straight on/off connection to the Linc.
- No pedestrian sidewalks.
- No middle lane for vehicles to turn on/off driveways and side streets along the corridor.
- After decades of door-to-door mail delivery, the service was discontinued along Mohawk Rd a few years back after postal workers submitted complaints to the Ministry of Labour claiming that it had become too dangerous to walk along the street. This preceded and was unrelated to Canada Post’s policy change to end door-to-door delivery services in general.

As a comfort/noise issue:

- High traffic volume and speeds combine to create an increasing nuisance for residents and along the entire corridor.
- Some homes are set back a good distance from the street, but many others, such as mine, are simply too close to be able to tolerate the traffic noise in its current state. It seems that the noise will only get worse unless we do something to address it.
- After living in my home since 2010, it was not until 2-3 years ago that the traffic noise became a noticeable and frequent source of agitation for me. I believe this may be related in part to the widening of the street that occurred, as well as the general increase in traffic volume over the years. The street is now an almost continual source of roaring, rumbling, and revving as vehicles drive through the corridor at excessive speeds. There also seems to be a growing number of transport trucks and heavy duty construction vehicles causing deep rumbling throughout my home and rattling on my shelves.
- A few months ago I visited a psychiatrist to discuss increasing anxiety and loss of sleep that I perceive to be related to the traffic noise. The outcome is that I was advised to sell my house and move to a quieter area. While I am planning to do so, I am disappointed that I have to leave my otherwise beautiful home and neighbourhood that I have become attached to over the past 8 years.
- Other residents and future residents in this corridor will likely have similar experiences, and as a result property values may diminish as the area becomes increasingly less desirable to live in.

I hope that the city will do something to address these concerns. As the city grows we take steps to manage traffic and improve our roadways. In doing so, we should not forget about the safety and comfort of our residents.
The basis for any reconstruction of this section of Mohawk Road should be the three asphalt running lanes in the centre lane. Traffic islands should be installed at appropriate locations. These will provide:

1. Measurce of traffic calming
2. Protect the turning traffic
3. Use as refuge for pedestrians needing to cross
4. Add pleasing to the decorative environment (flowers and shrubs)

If space permits, two separate sidewalks and/or cycle paths would be preferable - but consider enhanced use of Hiawatha Ave.

If only one is possible, the refuge (item 3 above) would be important.

There should be no hold-ups for through traffic. The cycling volume will always be low because the streets lead only to the residential estates at the eastern end.

If possible separate the cycle/pedestrian path from the traffic lanes.

Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to assist the City of Hamilton in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. They will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in study documentation. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.

Please drop these comments in the box provided or forward them by Tuesday, October 9, 2018 to either:

Lorianna Skrynian, MCIP, RPP
Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA’s
City of Hamilton, Public Works Department
Phone: 905-546-2424 ext. 2732
Email: TrafficOps@hamilton.ca

Phil Weber, P.Eng
Project Manager
Cma+
Phone: 905-695-1005
Email: phil.weber@cima.ca
Comments and information regarding this study are being collected to assist the City of Hamilton in meeting the requirements of the Environmental Assessment Act. They will be maintained on file for use during the study and may be included in study documentation. With the exception of personal information, all comments will become part of the public record.

Please drop these comments in the box provided or forward them by Tuesday, October 9, 2018 to either:

Lorissa Skrypniak, MCIP, RPP Project Manager Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA’s City of Hamilton, Public Works Department Phone: 905-546-2424 ext. 2732 Email: TrafficOps@hamilton.ca

Phil Weber, PEng Project Manager Cima+ Phone:905-695-1005 Email: phil.weber@cima.ca
From: Skrypniak, Lorissa <Lorissa.Skrypniak@hamilton.ca>
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 2:20 PM
To: 
Cc: Salvucci, Megan <Megan.Salvucci@hamilton.ca>; Phil Weber <Phil.Weber@cima.ca>
Subject: FW: Mohawk Rd Ancaster

Thank you for your email and phone message. We are sorry that you were unable to attend the Public Information Centre on September 24, 2018. Attached please find the project website where you can find the project panels that were presented for public review [https://www.hamilton.ca/city-planning/master-plans-class-eas/mohawk-road-mcniven-road-hwy-403-ea](https://www.hamilton.ca/city-planning/master-plans-class-eas/mohawk-road-mcniven-road-hwy-403-ea).

Please review of the panels and provide us with any comments that you may have. You are welcome to email your comments or call Megan Salvucci at 905-546-2424 ext. 4101 for any questions or concerns.

Thank you again for your interest in this project.
Lorissa

Lorissa Skrypniak, MCIP, RPP Senior Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA’s ~ Public Works
330 Wentworth Street North, Hamilton
ph 905.546.2424 ext. 2732 ~ e-mail ~ lorissa.skrypniak@hamilton.ca

From: Skrypniak, Lorissa <Lorissa.Skrypniak@hamilton.ca>
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2018 1:18 PM
To: Transportation Planning <Transportation.Planning@hamilton.ca>
Cc: 
Subject: Mohawk Rd Ancaster

Attn: Lorissa Skrypniak

Hi Lorissa,

This email is a follow up to my voice message sent to you earlier today. I am a resident of Ancaster with a home on Mohawk Rd. I was unable to attend the Town Hall meeting last Thursday regarding the planned Mohawk Rd / 403...
ramp.
I would like to receive further information regarding this project and related traffic plans in Ancaster.
My online search revealed that congestion on Wilson St is the concern being addressed in this project.
I would also like to draw attention to the congestion on Mohawk Rd with an opportunity for dialogue on ideas how to mitigate this fast growing issue.
Please call or email with any info available and to discuss.
Thank you.
Thank you for your email and yes you do raise valid concerns. The City is in the process of starting an Environmental Assessment on Mohawk Road between Hwy 403 and McNiven Road and are planning to have a public meeting in September to hear peoples concerns. Agreed, over time this road and many others in the city have become very busy and safety concerns are at the forefront.

I am sorry that you have to move from your home at this location but I am sure that there is a lovely location waiting for you somewhere else.

Thank you for your comments and best of luck to you.

Lorissa Skrypniak, MCIP, RPP Senior Project Manager
Neighbourhood Traffic Management & EA’s ~ Public Works
330 Wentworth Street North, Hamilton
ph 905.546.2424 ext. 2732 ~ e-mail ~ lorissa.skrypniak@hamilton.ca

Campaign Urges Drivers To Slow Down and Take the Road Safety Pledge.

"Hamilton roads are shared by motorists, cyclists and pedestrians alike; everyone has a shared responsibility to follow the rules of the road. This campaign, however, is asking drivers in particular to be aware that speed kills. Slow down, be respectful and take the pledge to keep our roads safe." Take the Pledge by following the link https://www.hamilton.ca/streets-transportation/driving-traffic/road-safety-pledge.
Hi,

In the past week I noticed some survey type work being done on my street (Mohawk Rd in Ancaster) and it made me curious as to whether any information is available about planned/future roadwork for the corridor between McNiven and the Linc/403.

As a resident of this street since 2010, I have noticed in recent years a big increase in traffic volume. And, while I accept that this is part of the growth and optimal traffic management in my area, it has raised some concerns related to neighbour safety and the comfort of residents along this street. These concerns will continue to grow over time as the street is expected to continue to take on more traffic volume in the future (please refer to this 2014 feasibility study for an eventual westbound 403 ramp).

As a safety issue, I would like to note the following:

- High traffic volume. Not much can be done about this.
- High traffic speed despite posted 50 km/hr limit signs. Likely related to the fact that the corridor is a straight on/off connection to the Linc.
- No pedestrian sidewalks.
- No middle lane for vehicles to turn on/off driveways and side streets along the corridor.
- After decades of door-to-door mail delivery, the service was discontinued along Mohawk Rd a few years back after postal workers submitted complaints to the Ministry of Labour claiming that it had become too dangerous to walk along the street. This preceded and was unrelated to Canada Post’s policy change to end door-to-door delivery services in general.

As a comfort/noise issue:

- High traffic volume and speeds combine to create an increasing nuisance for residents and along the entire corridor.
- Some homes are set back a good distance from the street, but many others, such as mine, are simply too close to be able to tolerate the traffic noise in its current state. It seems that the noise will only get worse unless we do something to address it.
- After living in my home since 2010, it was not until 2-3 years ago that the traffic noise became a noticeable and frequent source of agitation for me. I believe this may be related in part to the widening of the street that occurred, as well as the general increase in traffic volume over the years. The street is now an almost continual source of roaring, rumbling, and revving as vehicles drive through the corridor at excessive speeds. There also seems to be a growing number of transport trucks and heavy duty construction vehicles causing deep rumbling throughout my home and rattling on my shelves.
- A few months ago I visited a psychiatrist to discuss increasing anxiety and loss of sleep that I perceive to be related to the traffic noise. The outcome is that I was advised to sell my house and move to a quieter area. While I am planning to do so, I am disappointed that I have to leave my otherwise beautiful home and neighbourhood that I have become attached to over the past 8 years.
• Other residents and future residents in this corridor will likely have similar experiences, and as a result property values may diminish as the area becomes increasingly less desirable to live in.

I hope that the city will do something to address these concerns. As the city grows we take steps to manage traffic and improve our roadways. In doing so, we should not forget about the safety and comfort of our residents.
Thank you Phil and Megan. I downloaded the boards. We will let you know if we have any comments.

Thanks.. Ehab
From: Isabel Va tout-Larabee <ilarabee@uniongas.com>
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2018 2:23 PM
To: TrafficOps@hamilton.ca; Phil Weber <Phil.Weber@cima.ca>
Subject: RE: Notice of Study Commencement - Mohawk Road (McNiven Road to Hwy 403) - Union Gas

Lorissa, Phil,

Sending this email today to introduce myself as your primary contact from Union Gas for this work and also provide you with some general information on where Union Gas currently has natural gas pipe in this area.

Please let me know should you have any additional questions or concerns after reviewing.

NOTE: The attached information is for planning purposes only, detailed information on depts., etc. will need to be obtained via Ontario one call. Dig safe guidelines as laid out in Ontario Regulation 210/01 – Oil and Gas Pipeline Systems – made under the Technical Standards and Safety Act, 2000 are required when working around Union Gas natural gas plant.

Isabel Va tout Larabee
Construction Project Manager, C&G Hamilton District

Union Gas Limited | An Enbridge Company
TEL: 289-649-2030 ext 5212064 | CELL: 289-775-3066 | ilarabee@uniongas.com
918 South Service Road, Stoney Creek ON L8E 5M4
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This email communication and any files transmitted with it may contain confidential and or proprietary information and is provided for the use of the intended recipient only. Any review, retransmission or dissemination of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you receive this email in error, please contact the sender and delete this communication and any copies immediately. Thank you.